
Ignite your 
potential
With our powerful process  
modeling and intelligent workflow 
automation platform.

www.firestart.com

   Easy to use
 No coding needed

   Super fast
 Built within days

         Scalable
 Adapting to your  
 needs

       Flexible
  Integrates with  

your IT



Modeling is the foundation of intelligent business  
process automation. FireStart enables you to  
model complex processes with ease using our  
intuitive designer. Simply drag and drop elements  
onto the graphical mapping interface to map your  
processes.  

 Increase transparency 
 Achieve process governance 
  See process growth over time with version history 
  Collaborate on process design and improvement 
  Manage human resources, documents, risks, and IT systems 

Explore the FireStart BPM Platform

Model
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Transform your business processes into executable workflows. 
Whether you need to automate HR, order requisition or customer 
support processes, we can adapt with your needs and quickly trans-
form processes into automated and digitalized workflows. Thanks to 
our unified and comprehensive BPM platform, simply connect your 
line-of-business applications with human-centric workflows.  

 Centralized workflow and task management
 Custom forms designer
 Business rules design and management
 No/Low code approach
 Task management plugins for Outlook, SharePoint and SAP FIORI

Automate
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Once you’ve successfully automated your workflows, take 
a step back to analyze them with KPI dashboards and drill 
down reports. Intelligent automation with FireStart provides 
you with runtime metrics and valuable insights into how your 
business performs in practice. Get even deeper understanding 
with third-party integration to BI and process mining toolsets.

  KPI management, reports and personalized dashboards
  API extensions and third party BI/process mining integration
  Contextualize workflow data with your systems of records
  Optimize process costs and execution times
 Collect and analyze workflow runtime metrics 

Improve



We‘ve got 
you covered
We provide all the 
integrations you need.

Process Modeling
Enhanced process modeling allows you to 
build complex flowcharts and manage process 
documents, resources, risks and IT systems with 
performance metadata.

Workflow Automation
Powerful productivity gains are within your reach: 
Transform your processes into executable  
workflows by connecting them to your IT systems 
with a low-code approach. 

Process Intelligence
Get valuable insights into your workflow execution 
performance with FireStart’s process intelligence 
toolkit and improve your business step by step.

Master Complexity. 
Build Efficiency. 
Intuitively.
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